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Welcome to Colony! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a long document! Don’t worry; you don’t need to read it all right now, and hopefully having all the 

info in one place will mean you don’t have to look up everything on our website. Here’s a short table of 

contents to get you started:  

 

Goals of this Lab 

● Learn how the simulator works 

● Make your own behavior 

● Customize your scout, make it write your name, have fun! 

 

Environment Setup 

● Ubuntu, Ubuntu VM as provided by ROS 

● ROS Installed 

● ScoutOS download 

● Compilation 

 

Basic Scoutsim Functionality 

● Running scoutsim (via GUI & commandline) 

● Running a behavior (via GUI & commandline) 

● Creating and Killing Scouts (via GUI & commandline) 

 

Writing your own behavior! 

● Using the motors 

● Creating a custom look for your scout 

● Draw your name! 



Goals of this Lab 

You can skip ahead to the Environment Setup section if you like. 

 

Why a scout simulator? 

 

Real-life robots fail in a huge number of ways. Hardware breaks, sensors don’t work, communications fail. 

Trying to run a complex behavior on an actual robot without being sure you’ve got the ideas behind it right is 

a nightmare. 

 

So, we develop first in simulation, make sure the algorithms and structure works well, and then bring it on to 

the actual robot. The goal of this lab is to get you acquainted with how our simulator works, so you can start 

writing robot behaviors as fast as possible. 

 

By the end of the lab, we’ll have you set up with a computer that can run Colony software.  You’ll have all the 

Colony programs on your computer, and you’ll know how to run them in the simulator. Then, you’ll take it a 

step further by customizing the look of your own simulated scout, and writing a behavior for it that will draw 

your name. 

 

How much time should this take?  Not too much.  Budget 1-2 hours to get your environment set up (lots of 

that time will be spent just waiting for downloads and installs).  Then take 30 minutes to play with the 

simulator and learn how it works, and maybe another hour or two to write your own behavior and design 

your own scout. We have given you some template code to get you started. 

 

Move along. Let’s get going! 

 

 

  



Environment Setup 

If you already have the colony code, skip ahead to the Scoutsim Functionality section. 

 

Step 1: Installing ROS 

 

Our robot and simulator are powered by the Robot Operating System (ROS). To use our software, you need 

to install ROS, which runs best on the Ubuntu operating system. There are two easy ways to do get Ubuntu 

on your computer: 

 

(1) Install Ubuntu as your only operating system, or dual-boot it with Windows 

(2) Install Ubuntu within a Virtual Machine (an emulated computer running within Windows). 

 

We recommend the second option for anyone inexperienced with Ubuntu, but it’s great to dual boot if you 

are ready to challenge yourself a bit. If you go with option (1), the basic steps are: 

1. Download 64-bit Ubuntu 12.04 LTS from http://www.ubuntu.com/download/desktop 

2. Burn that file to a disc, as a disc image so you can boot your computer from it 

3. Install onto your computer, following Ubuntu setup options 

4. Install ROS Fuerte by following the instructions: http://www.ros.org/wiki/fuerte/Installation. Use 

the desktop full version. 

 

But there’s an easier way for anyone looking to try out the Colony software: ROS offers a version of Ubuntu 

that comes preinstalled with ROS, for use in a virtual machine. There are two steps for this: 

1. Install VirtualBox, the program that can emulate a computer inside of Windows. To do this, grab the 

right version from https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads. You want the version for 

Windows hosts, and the right choice of 32 vs. 64 bit. In Windows, you can find whether you are 32 

or 64 bit under Control Panel > System and Security > System. 

2. Download the VirtualBox extension pack from https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads. Open 

it with VirtualBox to install the extensions automatically. 

3. Download the ROS-enabled Ubuntu image from the top of the page here: http://nootrix.com/wp-

content/uploads/2012/08/ROS.ova. This is basically a snapshot of a Ubuntu computer that already 

has ROS installed. You should be able to load it in VirtualBox using File > Import Appliance, and 

then run a mini Ubuntu machine from Windows! 

 

Once you think you have everything set up, test your installation on the ROS tutorials briefly (just to make 

sure ROS is working right!) http://www.ros.org/wiki/ROS/Tutorials 

 

Congratulations! You have successfully downloaded the evil monster that is ROS! 

 

Step 2: Downloading ScoutOS Repository 

 

To get the code, just download this zip file: http://roboticsclub.org/redmine/attachments/download/629. 

Extract it and put it somewhere convenient in your Ubuntu workspace.  For example, here’s a setup we 

recommend, and the resulting file structure. 

 

Workspace folder: 

http://www.ubuntu.com/download/desktop
https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads
https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads
http://nootrix.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/ROS.ova
http://nootrix.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/ROS.ova
http://www.ros.org/wiki/ROS/Tutorials
http://roboticsclub.org/redmine/attachments/download/629


~/scoutos  

(meaning a scoutos folder, in the home directory. You can use terminal or the typical folder view). 

 

You can create a new folder using the terminal with the command: 

$ mkdir <folder name> 

 

Extract the zip file to a scout/ folder within ~/scoutos.  So now you have a path like this: 

~/scoutos/scout 

 

And within that, you have a bunch of folders: 

analog cliffsensor encoders  linesensor  motors  

sonar  bom   CMakeLists.txt headlights  Makefile 

power  stack.xml  buttons  Doxyfile  libscout 

messages scoutsim  usb_serial 

 

You are now set up! 

 

Caution: ROS_PACKAGE_PATH 

When ROS tries to find and run files, it expects them to be in certain locations.  You can control where it 

looks by changing the ROS_PACKAGE_PATH variable, which is part of your environment.  If ROS 

seems to have trouble finding your files, do this in a terminal: 

 

$ echo $ROS_PACKAGE_PATH 

(are the scout files within a folder somewhere on that path?) 

 

$ echo “export 

ROS_PACKAGE_PATH=$ROS_PACKAGE_PATH:/path/to/scout/files/goes/here” >> 

~/.bashrc 

$ source ~/.bashrc 

(adds the folder you specified - /path/to/scout/files/goes/here - to the path. Now ROS should find it.) 

 

 

Step 3: Compilation 

 

Anytime you change the code, or when you first download it, you must convert the human-readable code to 

machine-level instructions in a process called compilation. This is easily done with ‘rosmake’. 

 

When you first download the code, go to the ~/scoutos/scout directory and run: 

$ rosmake libscout scoutsim 

 

Now anytime you change the behavior, go to the libscout directory (i.e. scout/libscout) and run: 

$ make  



Basic Scoutsim Functionality 

Oh you’d like to skip this section? Aren’t you a smarty-pants. 

 

Before you run anything, you’ll need to open up a separate terminal and run this command: 

$ roscore 

 

This gets ROS running and ready to hear what you say. 

 

The GUI way to do things is the easier, usual way.  The command-line is the advanced version that uses 

default ROS syntax and the way of doing things.  You don’t need to learn this now, but you can try it if you 

like. 

 

Note: Please report any bugs in the GUI to Alex and Priya. We will try to fix it and send an update as fast as 

possible. 

 

Note: Run commands in separate terminals. 

 

Step 1: Running Scoutsim (via GUI & commandline) 

 

First, navigate to the scout folder you have extracted. 

 

The GUI way: 

$ python scoutsim/BehaviorGUI.py 

 

The command-line way: 

$ rosrun scoutsim scoutsim_node race 

 

Step 2: Running a behavior (via GUI & commandline) 

 

The GUI way:  

Look at the scout in the list.  Select a behavior.  Hit “run”. 

 

The command-line way: 

$ rosrun libscout libscout <scoutname> <behavior#> 

 

(for example: $ rosrun libscout libscout scout1 6) 

 

To figure out which behavior corresponds to which number, please refer to 

scout/libscout/src/BehaviorList.cpp.  

 

  



Step 3: Creating and Killing Scouts (via GUI & commandline) 

 

The GUI way:  

Add a scout by filling in the fields at the top of the scout GUI (name, and where the scout will be placed).  

Remove a scout by finding it in the list of scouts, and clicking the “kill” button. 

 

The command-line way: 

(create) 

$ rosservice call /spawn <x-pos> <y-pos> <angle> <scoutname> 

 

(for example: $ rosservice call 1.0 2.3 1.57 demo_scout).  Angle is in radians, 

scoutname can’t have spaces.) 

 

When a scout is created, Scoutsim looks automatically in the scout images folder for an image corresponding 

to the scout’s name. If none can be found it defaults to scout1.png. 

 

(kill) 

$ rosservice call /kill <scoutname> 

 

Step 4: Controlling the Scout via Keyboard 

 

Teleoperating the scout via the keyboard can be done through the simulator. In the window menu you can 

find the Teleop option. If you click on this you can select between ‘None’, ‘Precise’, and ‘Fluid’. Play around 

with the ‘Precise’ and ‘Fluid’ controls to get a feel for them. They come in handy when testing behaviors. 

 

 
 

Need to control something other than the default “scout1”? Open a terminal window and run this command 

(while scoutsim is running): 

 

$ rosservice call /set_teleop <scout_name> 

 

This will set the teloep to control <scout_name> instead. 

 

  



Writing your own behavior! 
I wish my name was Brian because maybe sometimes 

people would misspell my name and call me Brain. 

 

For this part, it’s time to open up the template behavior we’ve given you and start writing! Navigate to 

scout/libscout/src/behaviors/ and open draw_name.cpp in a text editor. 

 

Find the part where this is written (as a comment): 

/* Write your scout behavior here! */ 

 

As you might imagine, you should replace this text with code that will execute your behavior. For this lab, all 

you need to do is use the motors and delays to drive the scout around. 

 

Step 1: Using the motors 

 

You can command speeds to the scout motors using a couple different methods. 

 

 1. Specify the speed in millimeters per second. 

motors->set_sides(100, -40, MOTOR_MMS) 

This command sets the right motors to go forward at 100 mm/s and the left motors to go 

backwards at 40 mm/s. 

2. Specify the speed in centimeters per second. 

motors->set_sides(10, -4, MOTOR_CMS) 

This command sets the right motors to go forward at 10 cm/s and the left motors to go 

backwards at 4 cm/s. 

3. Specify the speed in percentages. 

motors->set_sides(50, -50, MOTOR_PERCENT) 

This command sets the right motors to go forward at 50% of max speed and the left motors to go 

backwards at 50% of max speed. 

4. Specify the speed in terms of the absolute scale. The motor speed values are defined between -128 

and 127. This is by far the most common method of setting motor speeds. 

  motors->set_sides(60, -40, MOTOR_ABSOLUTE) 

This command sets the right motors to go forward at 60 and the left motors to go backward at 40 

“absolute” motor units – defined by the motor API. 

 

Once you set the motors, you will need to delay the running of your program so your scout has time to 

actually move! Use the following command to sleep for one second: 

 

 Duration one_second(1.0); 

 one_second.sleep(); 

 

It’s up to you to experiment with the speeds and timings that will get your scout to drive the way you want. 

Try to make it draw your name using the path it leaves behind! 

 



Important Note: Every time you tell the scout to do something – like setting its motors – you need to run a 

ROS command to send that instruction to the scout. The way to do this is simply to call: 

 

spinOnce(); 

 

You have to do this every time you set motor speeds, or cause a delay. 

 

Remember to recompile the code using 

$ rosmake 

 

Step 2: Creating a custom look for your scout 

 

For complicated behaviors involving a lot of scouts, it might be important to have them look different so you 

can tell them apart. But for this lab, customizing your scout’s appearance is for pure aesthetic value. Make 

your own personal scout! 

 

It’s very simple to do this. Just create a new scout image using your favorite image editor, and save it as 

yourname.png to scout/scoutsim/images.  (For example, check out priya.png!)  Once 

saved, creating a scout called “yourname” will cause it to use your custom skin. 

 

Step 3: Draw your name! 

 

The final goal! Write a behavior that will use the motors and pause commands to drive your scout around so 

that it draws your name. Go crazy and make something awesome! 

 

We will demo the name-writing behaviors on 10/1/13. As always with Colony introductory labs, the coolest 

demo will get a prize! 


